
4 Hour Endurance Supplement  

An endurance team consists of three segments: 
a) Registered Team Owner b) Team Captain c) Team Riders  

All endurance teams are required to complete a team registration form and submit it to the MRA prior to 
competition. The MRA reserves the right to allow or disallow the Team to compete in the Series.  

All points scored by a Team during an endurance race/season are owned by the registered Team Owner. The 
registered Team Owner has the option of being a rider.  

A Team Captain must be designated by the Team Owner. It is at the owner’s discretion to be the Team Captain or to 
name someone else. The Team Captain may be a Team Rider. It is mandatory that the Team Captain be present at all 
races entered by the Team during the season.  

A Team (Pony Express and True Endurance) may have no more than four Team Riders during an endurance 
race/season. A Titanium Butt rider may have no more than one 
rider during the race/season. In the event a Team Rider is injured or becomes unable to compete, the Team Owner 
may petition the MRA board for special consideration to allow that rider to be replaced temporarily or permanently 
by one other rider. In the event a team fields two entries, their roster will allow five riders provided the same roster 
is shared by both teams.  

If it becomes apparent during an event that a rider is only using an event for practice and is interfering with the 
competitive nature of the race that rider will be black flagged, and removed from the event at the discretion of the 
Track Marshal.  

Endurance Series Classes will consist of: 
Pony Express - (Unlimited class) one transponder will be used as a baton between racers. Titanium Butt – 
(Unlimited class) – One bike per team of unlimited origin. 
True Endurance – (Unlimited class) - One bike per team of unlimited origin  

Endurance race bike technical and safety requirements are the same as those for sprint machines with the exceptions 
listed below. Since more track time is involved, compliance to these regulations is critical. However, it is the 
intention of the MRA to encourage innovation in an endurance race bikes serviceability and safety. Quick release 
systems may be allowed by the MRA based on overall system integrity under race conditions. Requests for approval 
of quick-release systems must be submitted to the VP of Rules 
and Tech with the actual part, a design, sketches or photographs of the future design as needed to clearly explain the 
system in question. Until the MRA has allowed a quick- change system, all machines must conform to the rules for 
sprint bikes.  

Endurance races will be conducted in the same manner as a traditional sprint race and will be gridded according to a 
qualifying time. Any team not having a qualifying time will be gridded by order of entry.  

Crashed machines must undergo technical inspection prior to continuing in the event. 
If a Team/Solo rider does not bring a crashed machine to a Technical Inspector before continuing in the race, the 
Team/Rider will lose all laps subsequent to the crash until the machine is inspected. The Team/Rider may be fined 
and/or disqualified from that event entirely, at the sole discretion of the Track Marshal and/or MRA board. The 
Corner Marshals will not allow any racer/motorcycle that has fallen to re-enter the race surface, UNLESS the track 
marshal, crash cart, or an appointed individual “deems it safe” to 
ride in out of the race line. If these requirements are not met, a crash truck will retrieve disabled equipment in order 
of occurrence and/or in order of necessity as determined by race control. The rider, motorcycle and rider’s safety 
apparel must be re-inspected by an MRA tech inspector prior to continuing in the endurance race or competing in 
any further events. Pony Express riders will only have their transponder transferred by or under the direction of an 
MRA official.  



Pit lane (hot pit) is restricted to Teams actually involved in making a pit stop or signaling a rider on the track, or to 
photographers and journalists credentialed by the MRA. Pit stops may involve a maximum of four (4) people not 
including the rider(s). If a rider does anything to aid in the pit stop they count against the four (4) people. In the 
event an independent tire company representative is inspecting tire wear on a machine during 
a pit stop, but is not otherwise involved in the pit stop, that independent tire company representative will not be 
counted against a Team’s maximum of four (4) people. Signals to riders may be given by only two crewmembers at 
a time unless the Track Marshal decides that having more than two people signaling is not a hazard and is not 
creating any problems. Pit members must refrain from sitting on pit wall and must only cross the hot pit in the pre- 
designated areas. Teams violating provisions of this rule will be subject to a penalty.  

All crewmembers over the wall must be wearing shoes, long trousers and a shirt (no tank tops, cropped shirts, or 
Under Amour type material allowed unless otherwise instructed during the riders meeting). This does not include the 
person(s) signaling the riders. The crewmembers operating the fuel can, must be wearing all cotton clothing or fire-
retardant clothing (no open toed shoes). Nomex type fire resistant/proof gloves/sleeves are recommended.  

No support vehicles will be allowed in the hot pit area. This includes trailers. Right of way during pit stops is to the 
rider entering the pits from the track. A racer leaving the pits must yield to racers on the track.  

No machines may reenter the course once the checkered flag has been displayed. Each team must identify their pit 
area on the with their competition number to allow officials to quickly locate them.  

Each team must have at least one fire extinguisher extinguishers in their pit at all time and they must be fully 
charged. Any team/pit area found without an operational fire extinguisher will be penalized. If your fire extinguisher 
gets used during a race contact a race official for help in obtaining temporary replacement.  

All fuel must be stored behind pit wall, or in a designated fuel containment area, except during the refueling stop 
itself:  

1. Engines must be off during refueling 
2. Rider must be off machine during refueling; 
3. All refueling cans must be hand-held with non-sparking (aluminum, brass or plastic) nozzles or fittings contacting 
the machine fuel tank. Towers and pressurized refueling rigs are not allowed. The VP of Rules and Tech must 
approve non-production fueling devices, before any use during a race or practice.                                                        
4. Exchanging machine gas tanks is not allowed as a refueling method. 
5. Fire extinguisher must be readily available during refueling. 
6. Machine must be on stand while refueling. The machine must be able to remain upright without any human 
intervention on the stand.  

Only routine service and minor crash damage repair will be allowed on the hot pit road. Major rebuilding or repair 
must be done behind pit wall in the cold pits.  

A race bike must be able to pass technical inspection at any time during the race. Failure to pass technical inspection 
may result in lost laps, fines and/or disqualification from that event. Machines not meeting those requirements may 
be pulled off the track at any time during a race or practice session.  

Pit Marshals will be on duty to enforce rules. Endurance pit stop rules are enforceable by Pit Marshals. Violations 
must be observed by Pit Marshals or MRA board members; pit stop violations cannot be protested by riders or teams 
and will be governed under the normal penalty procedures.  

A properly registered Team with a machine that has passed technical inspection may enter a race at any point after 
the start, with laps counted from point of entry.  



All Team members, riders, crew members, guests, visitors, relatives, etc... are the responsibility of the Team Owner 
and punitive actions warranted by their behavior may be directed toward the Team and Team Owner as well as the 
individual in question.  

When a Red Flag is thrown during an endurance race:  

1. All scoring will cease. When the red flag falls scoring will be backed up to the race leader’s last completed 
lap prior to the red flag, and all subsequent lap completion times will be dropped. 

2. The clock will not be stopped, but will run continuously until the endurance time has been reached or the 
race has been declared complete by the Track Marshal.  

3. The grid for the restart shall be based on the standings at the time of the red flag as determined by the 
transponder scoring system. A first, second and third call to the pre-grid shall be given and the race will be 
restarted. On a restart, the first lap to be scored shall be the first time machines cross the S/F line after the 
restart, any laps recorded during the red flag period shall not be counted as a scored lap. If a red flag 
situation is encountered towards the end of the race, the race will only be restarted if under direction of the 
Track Marshal  

4. You may not service, fuel, adjust or repair an endurance machine during a red flag.  
5. Bikes will be placed opposite each pit area towards the far pit wall during a red flag.  

All work must cease on any machine in the pits at the time of the red flag. Any team who does not comply with this 
may be fined and could be docked laps depending on the severity of the infraction. Machines on the track at the time 
of the red flag will proceed onto pit lane and park directly across from their pit against the far wall. When the rider 
comes in due to a red flag - one crewmember is allowed across pit lane with the stand, more than one crewmember 
will result in fines. As soon as the bike is on the stand the rider and crewmember must immediately cross back to the 
other side of pit lane. You may put a cover over the bike (one crewmember - not at same time as the stand 
crewmember - if you need help ask an official). NO ONE (other than a race official) may touch any machine during 
the red flag other than to assist the unloading of a crashed bike from the crash truck or at the direction of an official, 
any bike brought in will be dropped either in the teams pit or across pit lane at the discretion of the officials. Tire 
reps are permitted to examine the tires of the machines across pit lane. When first call is given for the restart one 
crew member and the rider (you may switch riders) are allowed to cross to the machine and remove the stand/start 
the bike. If you need more than one crewmember to push start your machine - put a starter on it. All machines that 
were running on the track at the time of the red flag must take the restart (if you were actually racing at the time of 
the red flag you must complete one lap, before taking a pit stop) . You do not have to take the warm up lap. You do 
not have to take your grid spot (you can start from the back of the field or pit lane). Work on the bikes may 
begin/resume when the light drops for the restart of a race. Teams may prepare for this by having fuel cans, parts, 
tools etc. waiting (this includes prepping or stripping the “B” bike) but cannot touch the machine until the race 
starts. Any violation of this rule must be witnessed by an official for a penalty to be levied.  

A Team’s last counted lap will be the last lap the Team is able to complete during the time frame of the endurance 
event. (i.e. last possible time to record in a 4-hour would be 3:59:59, in a 6-hour - 5:59:59 in a 24-hour- 23:59:59). 
When the checkered flag is displayed at start-finish the event is complete and no times are to be recorded.  

The purpose of these rules is to run an orderly, competitive and fair Endurance race emphasizing safety of all 
involved. The rules are not intended to allow one racer or Team to defeat another with the Rulebook rather than on 
the race track. The rules are not intended to allow one racer or Team to harass another in anonymity. All protests 
must be in writing and all protest filers must be prepared to be identified to the protested person or Team. Protests 
deemed capricious or found to involve something that would not reasonably be expected to affect the actual race 
outcome or cause safety problems may be denied, or assessed with a fine, rather than a penalty.  

These rules are only supplemental to the existing 2020 MRA rulebook, and that all the provisions of the 2020 MRA 
rulebook will be enforced unless contradicted by this supplement. The MRA Board of Directors will address any 
discrepancies.  

 



 

 


